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This activity and following Objectives available at https://csihsspanish2016.wordpress.com/handouts/ 

Intergalactic Space Opera—Collective and Autonomous Project for Spanish Class 
Introduction – A Portal Opens… 

 
In the midst of  class activity continuing as usual everyday routine, a strong humming 
vibration can be felt and heard emanating from the middle of  the room. The sound and 
feeling of  the vibration begins to rapidly increase in frequency and soon...who knows how 
long or short of  a while as time seems to concentrate then disappear...a small blackish 
purple orb appears floating in the center. It goes through a variety of  bizarre and 
unpredictable transformations before stretching out as though squished between two walls 
to form a tall oval shape. It appears slightly mirror-like and water-like and flowing but 
maintains a strong integrity of  shape. Out of  the portal steps the most familiar feeling 
strange looking creature you have ever seen and they deliver the following message as they 
stroll about the classroom: 
 
GREETINGS from the Intergalactic Multiversity of  Magic and Wonder 
and ...CONGRADULATIONS! Your classroom has been selected via our lottery system to 
receive the opportunity to participate in our Intergalactic Theater Correspondence 
program.  We will provide for all necessary transportation and communication needs for 
closing the distances between your location(s) and ours, so no need to worry about the 
exorbitant fees charged by the commercial agencies of  “Earth”. Our Intergalactic Theater 
Correspondence program is extremely prestigious throughout the multiverse as we know it 
and whispers have already been spreading that this is the largest honor ever to have been 
bestowed upon the so-called “Milky Way” galaxy where you all reside at present. The point 
is not to gloat about ourselves; we only mean to make very clear what an honor and rare 
occurrence it is to have been selected by our lottery system. And of  course, what really 
matters here is the opportunity for all of  you to build the crucial skills so necessary for 
surviving and thriving in the Intergalactic Economy of  Yesterday-Tomorrow. 
 
All the necessary Objective details for participating in our program will be provided via 
written communiques and visits by Past-Future Ambassadors of  the Intergalactic 
Multiversity of  Magic and Wonder. 
 
The sincerest of  thanks to all and each and every one of  you for your...attention-time, see 
you soon! Oh and...what terrible manners I must seem to have according to some of  you. 
You can call me Time Crunch. Cuídense mucho, ¡nos vemos al rato! 
 
That most familiar strange looking creature...”Time Crunch” they said to call them...steps 
back through the portal from which they came which immediately condenses back to its 
orb shape and disappears much less dramatically than it appeared.  


